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Old ceramics [37 Koshimizu, Rokkasen figure, four-tiered box, porcelain box, boxed]
CURRENT BID: 25 bid(s)

Local shipping to
JAUCE warehouse:

1,000yen

TIME LEFT: ended

7,500yen

This auction has ended.

SELLER INFORMATION
SELLER
cadsq59035

FEEDBACK

ITEM LOCATION : Saitama
Prefecture

Antiques & Collectibles >Crafts @ >Ceramics >Japanese Ceramics >Kyoyaki >Other

 We ship to
U.S.A.

Yahoo! Japan Auctions Rakuten Amazon JP Yahoo JP Shopping Jauce Stores

ITEM CONDITION :

AUCTION ID :

QUANTITY :

STARTING PRICE :

MAKE OFFER :

CURRENT TIME :

STARTING TIME :

ENDING TIME :

TIME EXTENSION :

2128 2133 5

SEE OTHER ITEMS
ADD TO MY FAVORITE SELLERS

ITEM DESCRIPTION SHIPPING AND PAYMENTS
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English   Powered by Translate

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

 
 

Product name  
Old ceramics [37 Koshimizu, Rokkasen figure, four-tiered box, porcelain box, boxed]

Description of item  
Old ceramics ``37 Koshimizu, Rokkasen-zu, four-tiered, porcelain-tiered, jubako, with box''. 

 There are chips, metal repairs, scratches, threads, stains, and pain in the box. Please bid after referring to the im
age.

size  
23 x 16.7 x 16.7 cm (height x width x depth) 
Weight 2.9 kg

situation  
Please refer to the used image.

auction 
rule notes  

■ Please make payment within one week after the end of the auction. 
 ■The transfer fee will be borne by the highest bidder. 

 ■We will ship the item as soon as we confirm the payment. We are closed on Sundays and public holidays, so th
ere may be a delay in responding. 
■ Cancellation of the wrong bid of the amount of money and cancellation cannot be accepted. 

 ■ Please ask a question about the condition, such as a fine crack, and a worrisome thing before a bid. 
 ■Most of our products are second-hand goods. Therefore, there are many things that have pain, scratches, hits,

chips, cracks, discoloration, patina, etc. due to aging. Please be sure to bid after referring to the image. 
 ■Actual colors may differ slightly depending on camera, lighting, and monitor settings. 

 ■A folding screen, a stand, a helmet stand, a dish stand, etc. are not included. As for accessories, only the items
specified in the title and description column are included. 

 ■For products listed as "genuine guarantee", if a public appraisal organization determines that the item is not gen
uine, we will refund the winning bid amount including the shipping fee. The warranty period will be 3 months from
the successful bid date. 

 ■In principle, please contact us within one week if you are willing to have an appraisal done by an appraisal agen
cy. 

 ■If the product title and product description do not indicate "genuine guarantee", we do not perform appraisal, so
in principle, we will exhibit as a copy. 

 ■Since the frame is not new, there may be some problems. Please refrain from complaints after a successful bid
for the amount. Especially conspicuous scratches will be specified in the photos and explanations. 

 ■ Negative evaluation, the newer one, please contact us from the question column before bidding. If you do not c
ontact us, we may delete your bid. 

 ■We do simple cleaning, but some stains may not be completely removed. Thank you for your understanding. 
 ■ Please note that due to the characteristics of the product, there may be scratches, peeling, sticking, sticking, m

issing glaze, kiln streaks, kiln dents, and kiln scratches. 
 ■We do not post images of pottery items with the same pattern that do not have noticeable scratches. If there is

no image posted and there is nothing in the description, you can assume that the item is complete. 
 ■Although we will specify visible scratches, defects, etc., there may be some items that cannot be explained due

to the characteristics of the product. Please be sure to bid after referring to the image. 
 ■ If you have any questions, please be sure to ask a question. Please bid after the issue is resolved. 

 ■ We will do our best to bundle products together, but there are many items that cannot be bundled depending o
n the product. I would appreciate it if you could ask a question in advance from the question column. 

 ■Regarding the era, it is our judgment at the present stage, and it is not firm. Please consider it as a reference o
nly. For products that can be guaranteed to last for a certain period of time, we will describe them as "guaranteed
by the age" or "guarantee". Items not listed above cannot be returned due to reasons such as being out of date. 

 ■ Please bid after acknowledging all of the above. For those who bid, we will judge that you are satisfied with all
of the above.

shipping method  
Sagawa Express 1,000 Yen 

 Nationwide 
A separate fee will be charged for Okinawa, Hokkaido, and remote islands.

others  
S-8135
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See more details

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

-Select a country-

See more details

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

JAUCE Stores (Commission 0\)

Price: 2,748JPY Price: 2,100JPY Price: 1,501JPY Price: 2,772JPY Price: 850JPY Price: 71,808JPY

Japan: 02 October, 10:22 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimator

Copyright © 2006 Nichido Logistics Inc. Japan
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